
EMERY
The Everyday Classic



The everyday classic, 
Emery looks at form as the cornerstone of design. 

A mix of night-sky onyx,
gleaming malachite and rippled quartz, 
here is a line that borrows liberally 
from heirlooms through to 
our everyday surroundings.

 A play of light and dark ripples across clean ovals and
 teardrops, all plastered in place with gold and silver metal. 

Whether you’re wedding-bound, or
visiting friends on a Wednesday, Emery is 
classic jewellery reimagined to fit 
many lifestyles.



Ageless,
Timless,
Classic....



Moon
Our graphic Moon earrings hark back to celestial 
goodness, with gold plated metal waves grazing
black onyx. On long nights sprawled out on soft grass, 
or moon-gazing from dreamy balconies, these’ll fit just right.



Flare Star
Rose and champagne quartz dot our Flare Star earrings in trailing 
rose gold plated chains. These will be as at home paired with a crisp 
white shirt, as with a dressier alternative.



Lattice
We profess an undying love for clean shapes—embodied best 
by our Lattice earrings in sandy chalcedony and Bear quartz. 
Gold plated metal offsets our jewels to match starry nights that roll 
into sunny mornings.



Gemma
A palette borrowed from faraway galaxies, and verdant greens 
closer to home inspire our Gemma rings. Delicate, singular, 
thoroughly unique, and plated in fine gold—these’ll spruce 
up any outfit in no time.



Dune
Sandy shores and a summer solstice inspire our Dune earrings. In 
smoky quartz and watery shell, these wide- rimmed droplets are 
haloed in a metal alloy plated with gold. Find yourself slinking 
through vast dunes, or lofty art spaces, with these at 
home anywhere.



Barre
Hawk’s eye and hematite sit in agreement for our Barre 
earrings. Graphic, clean, and delicate—linear shapes come together 
for a cosmic dance of elements, that’ll take you from long days that 
roll into longer nights.



Teardrop
Teardrop chalcedony in sandy hues comes cocooned in gold plated 
metal alloy. Our Sandbar earrings are dotted with black onyx—
at once graphic, timeless and as suited to neutrals, as they are to 
playful bits of colour.



Delta
In green malachite and sunset citrine, our Delta earring are cast 
in a metal alloy plated with glimmering gold. True to form, these 
mirror shapes occurring naturally for a starry evening out, or 
dinner gathering at home.



Saturn Rings
A palette borrowed from faraway galaxies, and the hues of 
fall closer to home inspire our Saturn rings. Delicate, singular, 
thoroughly unique, and plated in fine gold—these’ll spruce up any 
outfit in no time.



Rill
Our Rill earrings bring to life fauna along shallow channels 
of water lining sunny respites. In lemon and rose quartz, 
they’re cast in glimmering gold chains for that added bit 
of fun to functionality.



Star Burst
Smoky quartz and pristine gold plated metal mirror dazzling 
Starbursts on our namesake earrings.
Svelte, sophisticated and special—these are meant for occasions 
and everyday.



#CommitToClassic
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